Short-term exercise-induced changes in hydration state of healthy Achilles tendons can be visualized by effects of off-resonant radiofrequency saturation in a three-dimensional ultrashort echo time MRI sequence applied at 3 Tesla.
Off-resonant RF saturation influences signal intensity dependent on free and bound water fractions as well as the macromolecular content. The extent of interaction between these compartments can be evaluated by using the off-resonance saturation ratio (OSR). Combined with UTE sequences quantification of OSR even in tendinous tissues with extremely fast signal decay is possible. The aim of this prospective study was to investigate short-term exercise-induced effects of hydration state of the Achilles tendon by means of OSR and tendon volume. Measurements of OSR and tendon volume before and after ankle-straining activity were performed in seven healthy male volunteers (median age 29 years) using a 3D UTE sequence with implemented off-resonance saturation pulse at 3T (off-resonance frequency 2/3 kHz) and by an automated contour detection in isotropic T2-weighted MR images with sub-millimeter resolution, respectively. Different tendon regions were evaluated. Reproducibility of OSR was measured in subsequent imaging sets. Root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) and coefficient of variations (CV) were determined. RMSD of OSR in resting position were between 0.006 and 0.01 for different tendon regions and off-resonance frequencies (CV 2 to 3%). A significant increase (P < 0.05) of OSR after exercise was seen in all tendon regions except at the insertion (off-resonance frequency 3 kHz). Tendon volume was decreased significantly after ankle-straining activity (P = 0.003). The observed decreased tendon volume and increased OSR directly after exercise indicates a short-term change in tendinous proton compartments, most likely a loss of free water molecules within the tendon.